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moratorie, default e IFRS 9 

 

 

Informiamo che la European Banking Authority (EBA) ha pubblicato la propria 

posizione in merito alle modalità di trattamento prudenziale dei finanziamenti 

sospesi da banche e intermediari finanziari in ragione dell’emergenza determinata 

dal Covid-19 (in allegato il documento).  

Al riguardo, l’Autorità ha chiarito che la concessione da parte di banche e 

intermediari finanziari di moratorie ex lege, o anche private (purché correlate a 

un’oggettiva esigenza di contesto che va a impattare su più soggetti finanziati e 

non sul singolo prestito), possano non essere considerate - ai sensi delle regole 

attualmente vigenti in materia di default e di IFRS 9 - come misure di tolleranza.  

Tuttavia, è specificato che la concessione da parte di EBA di tale flessibilità non 

elimina l’obbligo in capo ai soggetti finanziatori di valutare la qualità creditizia delle 

esposizioni oggetto di moratoria e la probabilità che i soggetti finanziati non 

riescano ad adempiere alle proprie obbligazioni di pagamento relative ai piani di 

rimborso temporaneamente sospesi.  

In proposito, Confindustria ha segnalato che tali misure pur essendo un primo 

segnale importante da parte dell’Autorità, non sono ancora soddisfacenti e in linea 

con quanto richiesto in considerazione della gravità dell’emergenza.  

In dettaglio, con riferimento al trattamento prudenziale del default, l’EBA 

chiarisce che:  

- il periodo di 90 giorni - limite oltre il quale il soggetto che non ha pagato la rata è 

considerato inadempiente - può essere esteso in caso di moratoria ex lege e in caso 

di moratoria privata, purché queste abbiano finalità e caratteristiche che saranno 

dettagliate in una successiva dichiarazione dell’Autorità;  

- in ogni caso, è sempre possibile ristrutturare il debito senza diminuire la 

disponibilità finanziaria per il soggetto finanziato (es. allungando il finanziamento), 

alleggerendo la sua posizione debitoria senza la necessità di dover classificare la 

posizione in default;  

- in caso di moratoria generale (pubblica o privata) i ritardi di pagamento verranno 

ridefiniti in base al nuovo piano di rimborso. Il soggetto finanziatore dovrà pertanto 

valutare, caso per caso, la capacità del soggetto finanziato di adempiere alle proprie 

obbligazioni di pagamento riferite al nuovo piano.  

Per quanto riguarda la riclassificazione delle posizioni in caso di concessione 

di misure di tolleranza:  

- nessuna riclassificazione automatica del soggetto finanziato deve essere operata 

dalla banca in caso di moratoria generale;  



- le regole attualmente vigenti sulle misure di tolleranza in quanto tali, con il 

relativo trattamento prudenziale, devono essere applicate solo se la moratoria 

riguarda singoli soggetti in difficoltà (e dunque non colpiti da un contesto di 

emergenza generalizzata).  

Riguardo ai principi contabili IFRS 9, viene infine chiarito che:  

- la moratoria generale, concessa per alleggerire gli effetti sistemici di uno shock 

correlato a una situazione di emergenza, non determina di per sé la necessità degli 

intermediari finanziari di valutare la presenza di un incremento significativo del 

rischio di credito;  

- nel determinare le perdite attese sui finanziamenti concessi, gli intermediari 

dovranno considerare l’eventuale presenza di garanzie pubbliche;  

- come anche raccomandato dalla BCE, si incoraggia gli intermediari ad adottare le 

regole transitorie previste dai principi contabili dell'IFRS 9, che consentono di 

considerare la volatilità aggiuntiva determinata dall’emergenza Covid-19, 

mitigandone l’effetto negativo sui bilanci.  

 

Per ulteriori informazioni le Aziende interessate possono rivolgersi al Servizio 

Credito e Finanza Dott. Gianluca Gabellini – Tel 0541352323 – E-mail: 

ggabellini@confindustriaromagna.it . 
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25 March 2020 

Statement on the application of the 
prudential framework regarding Default, 
Forbearance and IFRS9 in light of COVID-
19 measures 

The EBA supports the measures taken and proposed by national governments and EU bodies to 

address the adverse systemic economic impact of the COVID-19 pandemic in the form of general 

moratorium, payment holidays stemming from public measures or industry-wide payment relief 

initiatives taken by credit institutions (referred to as public and private moratoria in this statement). 

In this regard, the EBA sees the need to clarify a number of aspects on the functioning of the 

prudential framework, with the aim to provide clarity to the EU banking sector on how to handle in 

a consistent manner, aspects related to (i) the classification of loans in default, (ii) the identification 

of forborne exposures and (iii) the accounting treatment.  

 

General considerations on the accounting and regulatory framework 

It is important to recall that the main principle behind the accounting treatment, identification of 

forborne exposures and the definition of default in the prudential framework is to ensure a sound 

identification of credit impaired assets on bank balance sheets. The consistency and comparability 

in risk metrics is a pre-condition for banks, supervisors and the general public to monitor the effects 

of the current crisis. At the same time, there is a broad understanding that the operational 

capability of banks in making in-depth assessments may be more limited under the current 

circumstances, hence short-term flexibility in operational requirements is warranted. Given the 

nature of the present shock which may also have medium and long term implications the flexibility 

embedded in the accounting and regulatory frameworks is to be fully used  by institutions to help 

maintain soundness through the crisis and provide critical functions to the economy. 

The EBA is of the view that the public and private moratoria, as a response to COVID-19 epidemic 

to the extent they are not borrower specific but rather addressed to broad ranges of product classes 

or customers,  do not have to be automatically classified as forbearance measures, as for IFRS9 and 

the definition of default. However, this does not remove the obligations for credit institutions to 

assess the credit quality of the exposures benefiting from these measures and identify any situation 

of unlikeness to pay of the borrowers accordingly. 
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Prudential identification of default 

The prudential identification of default includes a number of mitigating factors to ensure that 

classification to default is done under true circumstances where economic losses are likely to be 

taken.  

 In terms of the past due criteria, defaults do not have to happen until 90 days past due on 

material credit obligation, providing sufficient time to restructure the loans where 

necessary. This is particularly relevant in light of the moratoria being activated as a result 

of the COVID-19 pandemic. The EBA guidelines on the application of the definition of 

default already explicitly account for the possibility that public moratoria may extend this 

period.  Public and private moratoria should be treated similarly to the extent they have 

similar purpose and characteristics. The EBA will shortly provide criteria to determine under 

what characteristics such similar treatment may apply.  

 Loans can be renegotiated in a way that the financial position of the lender does not 

diminish (i.e. the net present value of cash flows of the loan remains the same after 

restructuring). In this case, if the obligor remains likely to meet its obligations under the 

renegotiated contract, there is no need to classify the exposure as defaulted (no 

automaticity in the classification as defaulted). This type of restructuring should not be 

considered as a distressed restructuring; on the contrary it has to be considered a suitable 

measure to give relief to borrowers, which are temporarily not able to serve their loan 

obligations due to COVID-19 disruptions. 

 Only material amounts past due lead to default, as the amounts overdue have to exceed 

materiality threshold, which ensures that only delay of significant amounts lead to a default 

classification.  

As regards the moratoria, a number of considerations are important, as these measures will have a 

significant impact on the classification of loans. These include: 

 In the case of public and private moratoria permitting suspension or delays in payments, 

this impacts the 90 days past due criterion, as the delays are counted based on the modified 

schedule of payments. While institutions are still obliged to assess the obligor’s unlikeliness 

to pay on a case-by-case basis, this assessment refers to the modified schedule of 

payments, and where there are no concerns in that regard the exposure may remain in 

performing status.  

 It is the expectation of the EBA that such individual assessments should be done in a careful 

manner, which does not entail any automatism in the classification. Moreover should 

institutions face a substantial number of individual assessments, they should prioritise the 

analysis, using their risk-based approach. Initial assessment should focus on those 

individual exposures most likely to have had a significant impact and can initially be done 

at the portfolio level, if need be.  In the period directly after the moratorium, institutions 

should pay particular attention to those exposures, which experience delays in payments 
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on the revised schedule and identify potential unlikeliness to pay in a timely manner and in 

a discriminative manner. Any assessment will furthermore need to be done on a consistent 

basis based on reliable information and taking on board all measures that are being put in 

place and impact the creditworthiness of customers.  

 

Classification of forbearance 

In the current circumstances, the measures that governments and credit institutions are proposing 

to address the adverse systemic economic impact of the COVID-19 pandemic would not 

automatically lead to a reclassification under the definition of forbearance. 

 The EBA notes that the offering and acceptance of terms set out in general moratoria would 

not necessarily lead to a reclassification of any loan under the definition of forbearance, as 

either performing or non-performing forborne. In other words, no automatic 

reclassification is needed when general measures are being offered. 

 For the purposes of supervisory reporting, the definition of forbearance is designed to be 

reported when credit institutions offer specific measures to help a specific borrower who 

is experiencing or likely to experience temporary financial difficulties with their repayment 

obligations. The individual assessment of the borrower’s financial difficulties and granting 

measures tailored to this financial situation of the borrower are at the core of the EBA’s 

definition of forbearance. 

 The moratoria being introduced as a response to COVID-19 pandemic aim to address 

systemic risks and alleviate potential risks that may occur in the wider EU economy in the 

future. In this sense, these measures are not borrower-specific, although they may be 

based on broader product classes, as the length of the delays in payments is fixed for every 

borrower irrespective of the borrowers’ specific financial circumstances.  

 

Considerations on IFRS9 

The EBA has coordinated with the European Securities and Markets Authority (ESMA), which issued 

a statement on the financial reporting aspects in light of COVID-19 measures on 25 March 2020. 

Both statements are consistent and should be read jointly as regards the aspects related to IFRS9. 

IFRS 9 is based on a set of principles that, by nature are not mechanistic and require the application 

of a certain degree of judgment. The significant increase in credit risk  is required to be assessed 

based on the identification of significant changes over the total expected life of the exposure.  

 IFRS 9 offers a certain degree of flexibility in the sense that it does not dictate when a 

significant increase in credit risk has occurred. Rather it requires an assessment to be made 

on the basis of quantitative and qualitative triggers. In this regard, there is no strict 

automatism to apply. The institutions’ assessment of whether there has been a significant 
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increase in credit risk is performed through the identification of significant changes over 

the total expected life of the exposure. The EBA is of the view that the application of public 

or private moratoria, aimed at addressing the adverse systemic economic impact of the 

COVID-19 pandemic, should not be considered by themselves as an automatic trigger to 

conclude that a significant increase in credit risk has occurred 

 IFRS 9 requires considering all reasonable and supportable information available without 

undue cost (including forward looking information) that may affect the credit risk of a 

financial instrument since its original recognition. Institutions should consider the current 

exceptional circumstances when determining which information can be considered  

reasonable and supportable information as foreseen under IFRS9, also taking into account 

the expected nature of the shock (i.e. whether it is expected to be temporary or not) and 

the scarcity of available and reliable information. Institutions should carefully assess the 

extent to which, amongst other facts, the high-degree of uncertainty and any sudden 

changes in the short-term economic outlook are expected to result in impacts over the 

expected life of the financial instrument.  

 In doing so, institutions would be expected to distinguish between obligors for which the 

credit standing would not be significantly affected by the current situation in the long term, 

from those that would be unlikely to restore their credit worthiness. Exercising this 

discrimination would contribute to mitigate any potential cliff effect of transfers between 

stages  and would help to avoid exaggerating the effects of the shock. 

 In any case, in determining the impact on banks’ income statements stemming from the 

recognition of the expected credit losses (ECL) the mitigation provided by the existence of  

collateral or public guarantees would need to be considered. Competent authorities should 

also duly consider the exceptional circumstances when authorizing institutions to opt for 

the application of IFRS 9 transitional arrangements envisaged in the CRR.  

 The EBA will continue its efforts, started with the benchmarking on IFRS 9, on monitoring 

the institutions’ practices in the current circumstances in order to understand better the 

impact of IFRS 9 on capital requirements as well as the way banks are applying judgment in 

the assessment of the level of and changes in credit risk of their exposures.  

 


